
GSA is excited to be participating in Construction Inclusion Week this year.  As the nation’s largest
landlord, GSA controls over 370 million rentable square feet of federal real estate. GSA is responsible for
the buildings where federal employees work and where members of the American public go to receive
federal services. That’s why we’re investing in them, deepening engagement in the areas around them,
and helping drive diversity and access for the real estate, architecture, engineering, and construction
industries that support them.

By leveraging principles of universal design, GSA looks to shift our focus from layering access to
equalizing access. A more inclusive approach to design will enable everyone to fully access and utilize
all elements of federal spaces on the same terms.  Through a recent Executive Order that prioritizes
diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility, we have the opportunity to ensure that the federal
government—and its buildings—works for everyone. GSA is therefore calling on the nation’s architecture
and design students to contribute their brightest ideas to help us advance equity and improve the federal
government’s ability to build spaces that are truly accessible for all Americans.  Look for the design
competition on challenge.gov in late October.

Today we are sharing the stories of employees who feel a sense of belonging within the agency and
what it means to them.  We asked “What does it mean to Belong in a space? How is GSA designing
spaces with DEIA in mind?” We encourage you to share your own stories! Use some of our Construction
Inclusion Week conversation starters at lunch, during a coffee break or at your next staff meeting.

https://insite.gsa.gov/about-us/agency-news/feature-stories/gsa-is-participating-in-construction-inclusion-week-october-1721
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/06/25/executive-order-on-diversity-equity-inclusion-and-accessibility-in-the-federal-workforce/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/06/25/executive-order-on-diversity-equity-inclusion-and-accessibility-in-the-federal-workforce/
https://www.challenge.gov/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pxE4igJXza-s5f7e8HoT9GDRrjtjjweO
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pxE4igJXza-s5f7e8HoT9GDRrjtjjweO


Colin Correa - Program Analyst, Talent Development Division

“GSA, which is upholding President Biden's DEIA initiative, should move from diversity, to inclusion, and
ultimately to a workplace culture that emphasizes a sense of "Belonging". Belonging is not top down --
belonging is about interdependence. Belonging lives with each of us every moment of every day. “



Jen Rowley - Market Analyst, Customer & Stakeholder Engagement (CASE)

“Belonging matters to me because I want to be able to bring my authentic self to work. ”



Greg Wright - National Client Executive, Office of Portfolio Management and Customer Engagement

“Belonging in space is the removal of barriers -- physical, social, emotional, and otherwise -- that would
typically limit a person's access or participation. Removing these barriers allows us, or at least more of
us, to feel welcomed, included, and valued. We create a sense of belonging through relationship building.
One person at a time. One interaction at a time. Regardless of the differences we share across our work
community.”



Michael Foegelle - National Accessibility Officer, Office of Design and Construction, Office of  the Chief
Architect

“As a federal agency, GSA believes accessibility is the foundation for diversity, equity and inclusion.
Physical accessibility in the federal built environment is achieved not only through code compliance but
also through our policies which prioritize outreach and the belief that all voices in our workforce are
being heard.  To this end, GSA has developed a student design competition, to be announced in late
October on challenge.gov, promoting views from people with diverse social and cultural backgrounds to
add their voices to help ensure our buildings and spaces are safe, secure and barrier free.  These ideas
of Universal and Barrier-Free Design reaffirm our commitment to the DEIA policy and cultivate an
atmosphere where “Access for All” is not just a tagline, but a way of thinking.”

https://www.challenge.gov/


Jennifer Gibson with a Statement on the NEA partnership and AiA program

“Last spring, GSA and the National Endowment for the Arts signed a memorandum of understanding to
collaborate on increasing awareness of the AiA program and promoting these opportunities to artists
from the diverse communities of the nation. Our agencies share a commitment to diversity, inclusion,
and access to the arts for the American public and to expanding ways to support artists.”

https://www.arts.gov/initiatives/gsa-art-in-architecture

